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1. Introduction. Let A be a C*-algebra with unit 1, A* the dual Banach space

of A, S the set of all states c/> on A (namely, cp(a*d) ^ 0 for a eA and tp(l) = 1),

il the set of all extreme points of S.

Then <3 is a <rL4*,;4)-compact space. Let C(<B) be the Banach algebra of all

continuous complex-valued functions on the compact space (5 with the usual

supremum norm, then the A may be topologically embedded into C(S); moreover,

the self-adjoint portion As of A may be order-isomorphically embedded into the

real Banach space Cr(<3) of all continuous real-valued functions on (3.

Any positive linear functional i// on A extends to a positive linear functional

on C(<5) and thus, by the Riesz representation theorem, there will be some positive

Radon measure p on S so that

(*) \¡/(a) =     <l>(a)dp(cp)       for aeA.

Let 9)l(i//) be the set of all positive Radon measures on S satisfying the equality

(*). In general, 9Jc(t/0 consists of many different measures. An important family

of measures belonging to 90?(i/c) is the one consisting of measures concentrated

on il. M. Tomita [11], [18] showed that if A is separable, 93t(i/c) contains a measure

p such that p(ii) = p(<5) and gave a refinement of the Mautner-Godement-Segal

theorem [10], [7], [16] that an arbitrary separable »-représentation of A can be

expressed as a direct integral of irreducible *-representations—that is, he showed

that the Mautner-Godement-Segal decomposition can be realized by a Radon

measure on the compact space <5. Moreover, at the present time, we can obtain

this result of Tomita and, furthermore, show that £2 is a G¿-set, if A is separable,

from the general theory of Choquet [2], Bishop and de Leeuw [1].

Also, L. Loomis [8] gave further developments along this line.

If A is commutative, the p such that p eSJcO/O and p(il) = p(<5) is unique; this

implies the classical theorem that the problem of determining all cyclic unitary

representations of a locally compact abelian group G can be reduced to the prob-
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lern of determining all equivalence classes of bounded positive Radon measures

on the dual group G.

If A is not commutative, such p is, in general, not unique even for a finite-

dimensional A. Therefore, in spite of their importance, such measures are not

suitable for the decomposition theory of representations.

On the other hand, von Neumann's reduction theory (cf. [10], [12]) insures

that every separable *-representation of A may be expressed as a direct integral

of factor »-representations (called the central decomposition) and such a de-

composition is essentially unique.

From this fact, for a separable A, we can guess the existence and the unicity

of a distinguished Radon measure belonging to ÍVH(\¡/) which realizes the central

decomposition of the »-representation of A constructed via \b on the compact

space S.

The main purpose of this paper is to show that this guess is true. We say that

cj) is primary if the »-representation of A constructed via 0 is a factor represen-

tation. Let X be the set of all primary states on A. Then we shall show: if A is

separable, X is measurable for all Radon measures v on the compact space S

(Theorem 1) and, moreover, there is one and only one measure p belonging

to 9JÏ(i/0 such that p(K) = u((5) and the expression \f/(a) — Js ej>(a) dp(cf>) realizes

the central decomposition of the »-representation of A constructed via \b (Theo-

rems 2, 3 and 4).

We call such a unique p the central Radon measure of \¡/.

2. Preliminaries. Let 91 be a C*-algebra. The term "»-representation" of 91

shall mean a homomorphism a -* Ka of 91 into the algebra of all bounded operators

on some hilbert space §> such that (tta)* = na, for a e 91, and denote it by n(§>).

Two »-representations nl($x), n2(§>2) are said to be equivalent if there exists

a unitary mapping U of $x onto §>2 such that UnlU~1 = n2 for a e 91.

Let 91** be the second dual Banach space of 91; then, according to a result

of Sherman [17], 9Í** may be regarded as a W*-algebra, whose associated space

is the dual Banach space 51* of 91, and 51 may be regarded as a rr-dense C*-sub-

algebra (the tr-topology on 91** shall mean the weak*-topology on 91**) of 91**,

when 91 is canonically embedded into 91**.

Definition 1. Let G be a locally compact group, and ,4(G) the group C*-algebra

of G (cf. 6); then the W*-algebra A(G)** is called the group JF*-algebra of G

and denoted by W(G).

Definition 2. Let M be a IT*-algebra; then a ^-representation n(§) of M

is a continuous »-representation of M with the a-topology (the c-topology on M

shall mean the weak »-topology on M (cf. [14])) into the algebra B(§), with the

weak operator topology, of all bounded operators on a hilbert space §> such that

7i, is the identity operator on §> for the identity 1 of M.

We shall denote by 7t[M] the image of M under n. If n(§>) is a ^-representation
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of a IT*-algebra M, 7t[Ai] is a weakly closed *-subalgebra (called a concrete

W*-algebra) of B(§) (cf. 14).

Now let n(§>) be a »-representation of a C*-algebra 31 such that {¿; | 7ra¿; = 0 for

¿;e§ and all ae3I} =(0) (called a nowhere trivial »-representation), then n(§>)

can be uniquelly extended to a W*-representation of 31** (cf. [14, Theorem in

Appendix]). We shall denote also by 7t(§) this H/*-representation of 31**.

Conversely, let ñ($j) be a lT*representation of 31**, then its restriction on 31

is a nowhere trivial »-representation 7r(§) of 31. Moreover, the IT*-representation

of 31** obtained from the »-representation n(§) of 31 coincides clearly with the

«($)•

The IT*-representation of 31** is irreducible if and only if the corresponding

»-representation of 31 is irreducible; two ^-representations of 31** are equivalent

if and only if the corresponding two »-representations of 31 are equivalent. There-

fore the theory of »-representations of 31 can be reduced to the JT*-representation

theory of 31**, so that the unitary representation theory of a locally compact

group G can be reduced to the W*-representation theory of the group IT*-algebra

W(G).

Let M be a IT*-algebra, and 7t(§) a ^-representation of M; then the kernel

3 = {a 1%a = 0, a e M} is a cr-closed ideal of M; hence there is a unique central

projection z such that 3=MZ (cf. [14]). Put 1 — z = s(n) ; s(n) is called the

support of 71. The support of n is a nonzero central projection and the restriction

of 7c on Ms(n) is one-to-one.

Definition 3. Let ^(fyf), 7t2(§2) be two Misrepresentations of M. If

sfrc1) = s(7t2), we say that ^(^f) is quasi-equivalent to 7r2(§2).

Clearly, the quasi-equivalence is a usual equivalence relation, so that by this

relation we can classify ^-representations of M into quasi-equivalence classes.

Let X>(M) be the family of all quasi-equivalence classes of the !T*-representations

of M; then, for each element peT)(M), there corresponds a unique nonzero

central projection c(p) of M such that c(p) = s(n) for every n(§>) e p.

Conversely, let z be a central nonzero projection; then Mz is a lT*-algebra,

so that it has a faithful IT*-representation 7c(§) (cf. [13]).

Then the mapping a -* 7raz of JV7 into B(§) is a lT*-representation of M; hence

there is unique element p of X)(M) such that c(p) = z.

Therefore, there is a one-to-one correspondence between all elements of X)(A7)

and all nonzero central projections of M.

For convenience, we shall add an imaginary 0-element to Î>(M) and we shall

denote by T)'(M) the set D(M) U(0); moreover, we shall make the 0-element of M

correspond to this 0-element of T)'(M). Then there is a one-to-one correspondence

between X)'(M) and the set Zp of all central projections of M. Since Zp is a complete

Boolean algebra, we can canonically introduce its Boolean structure into T>'(M).

Also, we can regard every element p of X>(M) as a cr-continuous »-homomor-

phism of M onto the IT*-algebra Mc(p). Therefore, within quasi-equivalence,
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the ^-representation theory of M can be completely reduced to the structure

theory of the W/*-algebra M.

So we shall freely use various definitions and theorems concerning the structure

of IY*-algebras. For them, the reader should be referred to [3] and [14].

Let n($>) be a nowhere trivial »-representation of a C*-algebra 91. Then the

support s(k) of n(i{S) shall mean the support of the corresponding lF*-represen-

tation 7t(§) of the H/*-algebra 91**.

Let ^(fyf), n2($)2) be two nowhere trivial »-representations of 91. If the cor-

responding two H/*-representations of 91** are quasi-equivalent, we say that

xl(&i) and ^2(§2) are quasi-equivalent.

3. The decomposition theory. Let A be a C*-algebra with unit 1. In this section

we shall always assume that A is uniformly separable. Let A* be the dual Banach

space of A and S the set of all states on A; then S is oL4*,.4)-compact; let {a„}

be a sequence of nonzero elements which is uniformly dense in the selfadjoint

portion As of A.

For cb,\l/eQ, define

d(eb, i/0 = L   J—Zyzrr,—n—L ;
i=i    2 ||a»||

then d is a metric on S which is equivalent to <r(S, A); therefore, Q is considered

a compact metric space with respect to <t((3,^4); hence, the compact space S

satisfies the second countability axiom, because a compact metric space is always

separable. In this section we shall always consider the S as the compact space

with the topology o(Q,A).

Let epe<5, and let V^ be the invariant closed subspace under Ra, La(aeA)

generated by cb; then there is a unique central projection z^ such that L, A* = V^

(cf. [14], [19]); clearly z^ is the least central projection of A** containing the

support s(cj>) of ej) on A** (cf. [14]) and, moreover, sin?) = z¿, where 3T*(<?)*)

is the »-representation of A constructed via ej).

Now we shall show

Theorem 1. Let X be a subset of S consisting of all primary states ej> (namely,

the *-representation rt<i'(§^) of A is a factor representation); then X is v-meas-

urablefor all Radon measures v on the compact space Q.

Proof. It is clear that the primarity of c\> is equivalent to the fact that the

support siïï?) ofiâ(ïÇ)^) is a minimal central projection of A**.

Now put g = {cb\ ej) ̂  0, cj)(l) z% I, cbeA*}; then g is o(A*,^-compact; let

{a„} be a sequence of elements which is uniformly dense in A. Consider the product

space 3f x 5 and put

Gm,n = {(«*, «01 ||F»amLfl.m ej> - RaLal 4,\\ = \\ RamLa*m<p + RaLaVj> ||,(«p, i/0 t= g X &}.
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Since

\KmLa'J> ±KM> Il =  SUP k(«*««J ± Ha*aan)\
MU

and the function (cp,ij/)-* cp(a*aam) ± ip(a*aa„) on the compact space g x $ is

continuous, |ROmL0^ ± RaL0* i/c|| is lower semi-continuous; hence, Gmn is a Borel

set in the compact space ,5xc5; put F= {(c/>,i//)|c/i(l) + (//(l) = l, (<^,i>)egxg};

then F is a closed set in g x g; and put g0 = {</> | c/> > 0, </>(l) ̂ 1}; then 5o x 5o

is an open set in $ x 5-

Now put 1/ = {gox3fo} Ci(T nf|"„ = 1GffliB); then, clearly, U is a Borel set

in g x g.

Consider the mapping (</>, i/c) -> c/> + i// of F onto S ; it is continuous, so that

<P(C/) is analytic and so v-measurable for all Radon measures v on the compact

space S (cf. [3, Appendix (V)]).

If ¿j e <5(t/), then there is an element (c/>, i/c) in U such that £ = c/> + i/c ; (</>, i/c) e 1/

implies s(RamLa*mcp) ■ s(RanLa*\jj) =0 for all m, « (cf. [14]) and so the closed

invariant subspaces generated by cp and i/c, respectively, are mutually disjoint;

hence s^) ■ s(7r'/,) = 0, so that s(n4) = s^) + s^) is not minimal. Conversely,

suppose (¡£K, then there is a nonzero central projection z of yl** such that

z < s(tc{), then ¿(a) = ¿j(za) + (¡((sin:4) - z)a) for a e A; clearly (Lz¿j,Ls(„?)_zc;)e [/,

so that (¡ e 0(7/); Hence K = S - 3>(L7). This completes the proof.

Problem 1. Can we conclude that K is a Borel subset in the compact space S?

Now let p be a positive Radon measure on the compact space S. Put

i//(a) = fscp(a)dp(cp) for aeA; then \ji is a positive linear functional on A We

shall always consider the i/c as a crL4**,,4*)-continuous positive linear functional

on the FF*-algebra A**, because positive linear functionals on A extend canoni-

cally to cxL4**,,4*)-continuous positive linear functionals on A**. Then,

Definition 4. We say p is a central Radon measure if it satisfies the following

condition :

(**) There is a cr-continuous homomorphism <& of the center Z of the W*-

algebra A** onto the If *-algebra Lco(Q,p) of all essentially bounded p-measurable

functions on S such that

Hza) = J*  O(z) (</>)</> (a) dp(cp)

for z e Z and aeA.

Now let p be a positive central Radon measure on the compact space S and put

i¡/(a) = J"s </>(a) dp(c/>) for a e A

Consider the »-representation 7t*(£^) of .4 and the corresponding ^-repre-

sentation 7t*(<rj^) of A**. We shall define a linear mapping of §^ into ^-valued

functions on S in the following way.

Let (¡ = E"=i7r*7r*l^e£f, where CjeZ^iei and 1^ is the image of 1 in §^.
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Then

£||2     = <Z n*na%,   ¿«1,>
N i » 1 i = 1

—     2j    \nCiail^, Ttc.ajl^}

=     Z    Wajcfca)

=     I    \b(c*jCia*a)
t.j-i

I      f   «S(c>)*(«<D(cl)(0)0(fl;al)dK«.
i,j = l     JS

On the other hand, for each cbeQ,we consider the »-representation 7i*(ô$) of ¿4.

For a e A, the image of a in §^, is denoted by a^. Then the function r/>->a¿ on S is

a ^-valued function. We shall denote this function by a. The function

ef> -> Z,"=1 <bic)icf))ai ^ is a ^-valued function and we have

ê||2=   f   I   S <S>ic)i<p)ait
J<B   "   ¡ = 1

dp(cj)).

Hence the mapping t) -* Z"= x <b(c)ä, extends uniquely a unitary mapping U of

^ onto the direct integral js§>¿ du(ep) of the spaces §^ with respect to the measure

p (cf. [3]), because elements of the form £ are dense in §^.

Hence, under this unitary mapping, we can write §^ = Js§^, dp(e¡>).

Moreover, for ceZ,

iUn%)i4>) - C/7t* Z ****1, -lli «t,«*^
i=i ¡=i

=   Z OK)(</>K0=<I>(c)«>) Z ®ic)i<p)aiA
¡ = 1 i = 1

= *(c)(^)(i/ö(»*);

hence UntU* = 0(c).

Since {n* | c e Z} = the center of the concrete W7*-algebra n*[A**~\ and

<3>(Z) = L°°(S,p), under the realization §,-, = Jg$¿ap(#), the center of

Tjtfjr^**] is the set of all diagonalizable operators.

Hence we have the central decomposition (cf. [12])
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n*iA**] = j {n*lA**]}{<j>)dpi>p),

and {7t*[A**]}(^) is a factor for ^-almost all </>eS. {7i*[>4**]}(0) = tc*[4**] for

/¿-almost all cpeQ, because 7t*[/4] (respectively, 7r*[X]) is weakly dense in 7T*jT^l**]

(respectively, 7r*[/4**]). Therefore we have the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Let p be a positive central Radon measure on the compact space

S and put \p(a) = §scp(a)dp(cp)for aeA. Then the *-representation 7r*(§^) of A

is expressed as a direct integral of the ^representations n^(^)^)of A, with respect

to the measure p, on the compact space S. Moreover, this integral is the central

decomposition, and so it satisfies the following properties:

(i) 7i*(§¿) is a factor representation for p-almost all cpeQ, i.e., p(K) = p(Q),

(ii) iZiere is a Borel subset Ap of the compact space S such that Ap cz K,

s^') • s(7i*2) = 0 for two arbitrary different cpx, cp2eAp  and  p(Ap) = p(S).

For the proof of property (ii) the reader is referred to [5, proof of Proposition 3].

Theorem 3. Suppose that px, p2 are two positive central Radon measures

on the compact space Q such that \p(a) = §cp(a)dpx(cp) = § cp(a) dp2(cp) for all

aeA; then px = u2.

Proof. Let «Pi (respectively, 5>2) be a cr-continuous homomorphism of Z onto

L°°(S,/íi) (respectively, L°°(S,/¿2)) such that \]/(za) = J*s <D¡(z) (</>) cp (a) dp¡((p)

for zeZ and aeA (i = 1,2). From the discussions in the proof of Theorem 2,

clearly the kernel of <I>i (respectively, 4>2) = z(l — s(7t*)) (respectively, z(l — sin*))).

For a (}ïO)eA, the continuous function </>->c/>(a) on S belongs to Lœ(Q,px)

and L°°(®,/i2), respectively, so that there are positive elements c\, c2 in Zs(n*)

such that cp(a) = <f>x(cttx)((b) px-a.e. and cp(a) = <S>2(c2)(<p) ¿¿2-a.e.

Suppose that c" # c2, then there is a projection z of Zs(n^) such that c\z < c"2z

or c\z > c2z; assume that cxz < c2z, then

t¡j(c\z)=   f  d>x(cax)(cp)<bx(z)(<p)dpx(cp)
Js

=   f   ®x(z) (</>)</> (a) dpx(c¡>)
Js

= \¡/(az)

and, analogously,

i//(c2z) = i//(az);

hence c^z — c\z = 0, a contradiction; hence we have c\=c2 = c". Therefore,
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ep(ax)4>(a
J s

2)--cpia„)dpxieP)

=   f   «liOW)®!^'2)^-*^-)^)^.^)
Je

= \¡JÍcaic"2-ca")

=  f <s>2i^cn-d")i4,)dß2i^)
Je

=    f <i2(cai)(eP)yV2(c^)(cP)--^2(c'-'-)(eP)dp2(ct>)
Js

<l>(ax)ep(a2)--el)(an)dp2(cl))
Je

for ax,a2, •••, a„e A.

Therefore, by the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem,

f   M)dpxiet>) = f   fi<p)dp2icb)
Je Je

for/ec(<3), where c(S) is the Banach algebra of all continuous functions on the

compact space <3 ; hence px = p2.

Moreover, the »-algebra generated by {c°| a eA} is a-dense inZs(7i*), because

c(S) is <r-dense in L°°(S, p) (i = 1, 2) and d>; is isomorphic on Zsty*);

hence í>t = <52. This completes the proof.

Definition 5. From the proof of Theorem 3, the corresponding homo-

morphism 3> to a positive central Radon measure p on the compact space S is

unique. This unique d> is called the homomorphism of p and denoted by <£„.

By Theorem 3, the mapping /i-> \¡/ = ¡cj> dp of the set of all positive central

Radon measures on the compact space Q into the set of all positive linear func-

tional on A is one-to-one.

Now we shall show this mapping to be onto.

Theorem 4. Let i¡/ be a positive linear functional on A; then there is a positive

central Radon measure p on the compact space S such that \¡/(a) = §cf>(a)dp(c¡>)

for aeA.

To prove Theorem 4, we shall provide some considerations.

For \¡i(^0)eA*, we shall consider if as a oL4**,/l*)-continuous positive

linear functional on A** canonically.

The H/*-algebra A**s(iâ) has the separable associated space ; therefore, there is a

homogeneous type /8o !F*-algebra N such that A**^ic*) c N and the center

Zs(n^) of ¿**s(7i*') = the center of N.
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We shall represent the 7Y as follows: N = L^B,Q,co), Níf=Ü(Bae,Q,có),

where B is a type 7Ko-factor, N* (respectively, B*) is the associated space of N

(respectively, B), Q is a compact space satisfying the second countability axiom

and co is a positive Radon measure on Q with co(Q) = l, and Lm(B,Q,co) is the

If *-algebra of all essentially bounded weakly * («-measurable B-valued functions

on the Q and L1(B^,,Q,œ) is the Banach space of all strongly co-integrable B%-

valued functions on the Q (cf. [14], [15]).

Let \ji be the restriction of ip on the If *-algebra A**s(nl,/), then it can be extended

to a (7-continuous linear functional í¡/ on N (cf. [14]).

Under the above representation, we have

$ =       <¡j/tdco(t),
Jq

where the function \j/t on Q belongs to V(Bie,Q,of) and \¡/t is /¿-almost everywhere

positive (cf. [14]).

Since |$| = Jß||"Ai||dcö(r), \j/,(l) is «-integrable; moreover, let T = {i| ¡$f||=0,

teg}, then the function Xf(0 ' 1 = zeZs(%i'), where Xf 1S the characteristic

function of F.

Since ¡\jJt(xF(t)- í)dco(t) = i¡/(z) = 0, n*=0 and so z=0; therefore \j/t(l)>0

co-a.e.

For aeAsiic*)<=A**s{ii*), we write a= ¡Qa(t)dco(t) in Lœ(B,Q,co); then

the function \j/t(a(t))l\j/t(l) on Q is bounded co-measurable.

Let C be a commutative C*-subalgebra of the IT*-algebra Lco(Q,co) generated

by the family {\fit(a(t))j^t(T) |ae^s(7t''')}; then we shall show

Lemma 1. C is a-dense in the W*-algebra Lf(Q,to).

Proof. Suppose that there is an co-integrable complex-valued function g on Q

such that ¡Q$t(a(t))l$t(i))g(t)dco(i) = 0 for all aeAs(n*). Since the function

$, e L^B^.Q.co), the function (g(t)J4it(T))^t is strongly co-measurable and

hence

e(t) ~
' $teL\B*,Q,aj)

fcfl)
and so there is an element /of N* such that

Ax) = f |
Ja vé

g{fy,(x(t))dœ(t)

for

x(t)dco(t)eLœ(B,Q,co) = N.L
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Since f(As(n^y) = 0, ¡(A^s'it*)) = 0, so that ¡(Zs'u1")) = 0; therefore

f -f^-Mh(t)-l)dco(t)= f h(t)g(t)dco(t)=0
Jq -M1) Jq

for all heLm(Q,co); hence g(t) =0 co-a.e. This completes the proof.

LetQy be the spectrum space of C, then ca(g) = ¡Qg(t)dco(t) for geC defines

a positive Radon measure coy on Qy such that J*eg(t) dco(t) = $Q¡g(v)dcOy(v)

for geC.

Since C is <r-dense in Lœ(Q,co), the above equality implies that the isomorphism

g(t) -» g(v) of C in Lœ(Q,co) onto C in L°° (Qy, cof) can be uniquely extended to an

isomorphism ¥ of Lœ(Q,co) onto Lœ(Qy,coy) (cf. [14]).

Since

Uait) - b(t))

&(1)
,|^|a-0|h-a.e.

and the C*-algebra Asin*) is uniformly separable, C is uniformly separable; hence

Qy satisfies the second countability axiom (cf. [3,Appendix (I)]).

Therefore, by the theorem of von Neumann (cf. [3, Appendix (IV)]), there is

a co-null set P in Q, an avnull set Py in Qy and a one-to-one measurable mapping

n of Q-P onto Qy - Py such that V(j~)init)) = f(t) for feLœ(Q,co) and

teQ — P; moreover, in our case, clearly the n is measure-preserving.

Therefore, using n, we can translate the structures L°(B,Q,co) and L1(B^,Q,co)

on the measure space (Q, co) to the structures L00 (B, Qy, cof) and L1(Bt ,QX, cox)

on the measure space (Qx, cof).

Then \} = ¡Q\[itdco(t) = ¡Q,\JivdcOy(v) and a = jQa(t)dco(t) = ¡Qia(v)dcùy(v)

for a e As(v?), where v = n(0-

Maiv)) _ toO) =XV{fm  where/(0=<Ma(0) .
«?,(!) «1) #,(0     '

since/eC, there is a continuous function £a( = *P(/)) on Qx such that

moreover, such a continuous function is unique—in fact, Çj(v) = n(u) coy-a.e. for

a continuous n on öi implies ^P-1^) = lF-1(¿;0), so that ¿;a = h in C; hence

£,(») = hiv) for all re Qt.

-=-——■ s 0 oji-a.e.
•Ml)

implies £a.a(t0 ̂  0 for all u eQy, and, analogously, we have £„+¡,00 = £„(•;) + ¿^(u),
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Íxa(v) — XÇa(v) and ¿¡^¡(v) = 1 for all ¿>eßi, where a, b e As^), X a complex

number.

Now put cpfx) = ¿¡xs^-)(v) for xeA; then </>„ is a state on A for all veQx ; more-

over, suppose vx # v2 ; then there is a function (¡a such that ia(vx) # <^a(f2)

(a eAs^)), because the family {¿;a| aeis(/)} of continuous functions on Qx

generates C; hence, for some x e A, we have cpVl(x) i= cpV2(x), and so cpVl # c/>(,2.

Lemma 2. TZie mapping v*-+cpv of the compact space Qx into the compact

space G is homeomorphic.

Proof. Since the above consideration shows that p is one-to-one, it is enough

to show the continuity of p.

Suppose that vx -* v in Qx ; then ¿¡a(vx) -» ¿;a(u) for all a e /Is^), so that

<pvfx) -* (pv(x) for x e A. This completes the proof.

By this lemma, the Radon measure cox on Qx may be canonically considered

a Radon measure cox on the compact space G with the support p(ßi).

Now we shall show

Proof of Theorem 4. Put dp(cj>) = ^(l)dcoi(cp), where cox(cp) is the Radon

measure on G defined in the preceding discussion, and 4>^(T) = $„(1) for c/> = />(t>)

(» eQi) and ^(1) = 0 for </> £ p(ßi).

Since /¿ is equivalent to coi, Ü°(B,<5,p) = Lœ(B,Q,cox). Put $ = Js î^, d/¿(</>)

in L1(Bí!,S,/¿), then

i/c =       f0d/¿(0)=       i/^ • -p-—-^(l)dcOi(</>);
Js 4       Wi)

hence í¿ = $,¡,1$$(1) for /¿-almost all </> e G.

Therefore, for a e ^4,

««)-*«(,*))- f *¿(«*y » W)
J        Wi)

Je

-L

Wi)

¿;as(n*)(^)d/i(0)

<p(a)dp(cpY

Moreover, for zeZ, zs(ti^) belongs to the center of N; here there is a unique

essentially bounded /¿-measurable function/ on G such that (zs(7i^))(cp) =f(cp) • 1

p-a.e. Put <D(z) = the function/(</>); then ï> is a cr-continuous homomorphism of Z

onto the IT*-algebra L°°(G,/¿).

For z e Z and aeA,
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tiza) = fizasin*)) = f   ^((zas^))(</>)) dp(4>)
Je

=   í   x^izXcbXasin^mdpicb)
Je

=  J  «î>(z)(</>)^((as(V)) (</»)) dp(«^)

=   f   O.(z)(c»0(a)dp(c6).
Je

Hence, p is a positive central Radon measure on the compact space S. This

completes the proof.

Next, in order to make our theorem applicable for the unitary representation

theory of locally compact groups, we shall consider a separable C*-algebra 91

without unit.

Let S0 be the set of all positive linear functionals c6 on 91 such that ef> ̂ 0 and

[|</>||igl, and Qx the set of all positive linear functionals cf> on 91 such

that I ep || = 1 ; then S0 is a o(<S0, 9I)-compact space.

The function ef> -> | ej> || on the compact space S0 is lower semi-continuous,

so that <5y is a Borel set in the compact space S0. Let A be the C*-algebra ad-

jointing the unit 1 to 9Í and c60 be a state on A such that c60(9l) = 0.

For ej)e<50, we can uniquely extend cb to a positive linear functional with the

same norm on A, and we shall denote it by the same notation ef>.

Define a mapping a of <30 onto S as follows:

«(c6) = c6 + (l-<Kl))c60.

Then a is a homeomorphic mapping of the compact space S0 onto the compact

space ©.

Now let \¡/ be a bounded positive linear functional on 91, and we shall extend

uniquely i¡/ on A with the same norm. Then there is a unique positive central

Radon measure p on S such that

Je
\¡/ia) =       cf>ia) dpiej))       for a e A.

Je

Let 7i*i§)¿) be the »-representation of A constructed via \¡i; then there is a sequence

of positive elements (n„) in 91 such that ||«„|| ^ 1, {n^J converges strongly to

ls  , where ls  is the identity operator on ^. Therefore,

lim.Kl-n„)=   f   ePil - hn) dpicb) = 0.

Since <£(1 — hn)^0, there is a subsequence of (nj) of (n) suchthat lim^(l — hnj) = 0
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p-a.e.; hence sup pygijxe« \<KX)\ — <^(1)| = 1 f°r /¿-a.e., cpeG.  Therefore

/¿ is concentrated on the Borel set a(Gi).

Hence we can easily prove the following theorem.

Theorem 5. Let 31 be a C*-algebra, G0 the set of all positive linear func-

tionals cp on 31 sue« íZiaí c/> ̂ 0 a«d || </> || Sj 1, Gi ine set of all positive linear

functionals cp on 31 such that | c/> || = 1, X0 i/ie set o/aZZ primary positive linear

functionals cp on 31 such that |c/>|^l; i/ien Gi is a Borel subset in the

o-(G0,3I)-co«ipaci space G0 and K0 is measurable for all Radon measures v

on the compact space G0.

Moreover, let \p be a bounded positive linear functional on 31; tZie« there

is one and only one positive Radon measure p on the compact space Go saiis-

fying the following conditions :

(i)    <K«) = Js«, <}>(")dp(<t>) for  ae3I.
(ii) There is a unique a-continuous homomorphism <!>„ of the center Z of the

W*-a1gebra 31** onto the W*-algebra Lco(Go,/¿) such that

i/c(za) =       <^ll(z)(cp)cp(a)dp(cp) for zeZ and ae3l,
JSo

where "the ip on 31**" is the unique canonical extension of "the \p on 31".

(iii) TZiere is a Borel subset U$ in the compact space G0 such that

Ul¡lQK0r\Qx, p(U¿) =/¿(G0) and sty*") ■ s(7t*2)=0/or two differentcpx,<p2e (7^.

We shall call this unique Radon measure p the central Radon measure of ip.

Finally we shall state some problems.

The problem of characterizing intrinsically central Radon measures is very

interesting — in particular, it is important in the unitary representation theory

of locally compact groups.

Therefore we shall put

Problem 2. Is there an intrinsical characterization of central Radon measures?

In particular, can we have a purely measure-theoretic characterization of those

measures?

Suppose \p is a positive linear functional on the C*-algebra A, SOÎ(i^) the set

of all positive Radon measures on the compact space G such that

\p(a) = ¡scp(a)dp(cp) for ae^4.

Then, 2R(i//) contains one and only one central Radon measure /¿0.

Problem 3.   Is there a geometrical characterization of /¿0 in the 9Jl(i//)?

Problem 4. Without use of the reduction theory of von Neumann, can we

show the existence of a central Radon measure in the <HR(ip)1

Added in proof. Problem 1 is solved by J. Feldman and E. Effros.
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